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UNITED NATIONS 

DEPARTMENT OF PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS 

 

Dear Mr. Jean-Pierre Lacroix 

Under-Secretary-General for Peace Operations 

 

Associação dos Oficiais das Forças Armadas (AOFA), an Association that represents Portuguese Military 

Officer Personnel, in that quality, would like to request some clarifications about the Operational 

Readiness Assurance and Performance Improvement, approved by Hervé Ladsous, USG DPKO, Atul 

Khare, USG DFS, with the effective date of 01 January 2016, in the following terms: 

 

1. According to the aforementioned document, 17., Conduct and Discipline, «TCCs must certify that 

they have conducted screening for misconduct and further certify that: a) None of the unit members of 

the have been involved in a criminal offence, including of sexual nature, or have been convicted of, or 

are currently under investigation or are prosecuted for any criminal offence, or any violation of 

international human rights law or international humanitarian law»; 

2. Some of the AOFA’s Associated are being prosecuted for the crime of allegedly authority abuse 

relate to the death of two cadets in the Commando’s training (a Special Forces Unit in the Portuguese 

Army, qualified as a First Entry Force, as the United Nation is well aware); 

3. These fatalities occurred under circumstances that yet to be determined. Therefore, the crime 

procedure is not yet concluded and the sentence will not be decided any time soon, probably just in the 

following year. With the expected Appeals a final sentence will only come into effect in a period no later 

than five years.  

4. Due to the lack of clarification in the policy mentioned in 1. of this application and because of that 

prosecution, the Portuguese Army has withdrawn some of its Military Personnel from the list of unit 



 

 

 

 

 
members appointed for the UN Peacekeeping operations, namely MINUSCA and since than are not 

being nominated to any of the scheduled operations; 

5. However, there are some controversial opinions about this form of action, which justifies, in our 

opinion, a request for clarification of this Department. 

 

Therefore, with your permission, and under the Operational Readiness Assurance and Performance 

Improvement, we solemnly request United Nations’ understanding about the possibility of these 

militaries to be considered for United Nations Peacekeeping operations, even if being prosecuted for 

the mentioned crime. 

 

March, 19, 2019 

With best regards and consideration 

 

 

AOFA’s President 

 

 

 

António Augusto Proença da Costa Mota 

Lieutenant Colonel 

 


